
Legalities, Disclaimer, Privacy, 

& Practices Policies 
 

Legalities 
Write Here Write Now and writeherewritenow.institute are subsidiary ministries of a spiritual 

and educational 501 (c) 3, not-for-profit organization doing business as Sanctuary. Donations are 

deductible to the full extent of the law. 

 

Disclaimer 
Nothing Tony says on his website or blog is intended as advice. Use your common sense when 

relating to his words. No statements made by Tony are intended as promises or guarantees. The 

creative process has its own timing and, sadly, even Tony cannot always be timely. All guest 

posts and content are curated and edited by Tony personally, but any promises incurred within 

are the responsibility of the author of the original post. Comments are moderated, be advised that 

if comment is inflammatory or rude Tony will delete the comment and ban or block user profiles. 

Imagine Professor McGonagall is watching over your shoulder as you type. 

 

Disclosure 
Some of the links that Tony may provide may, on occasion, be affiliate links, and at no 

additional cost to you, he may earn a commission if you decide to make a purchase via that link. 

Please understand that Tony will never recommend something he does not enjoy, covet, or like. 

He advocates for things because he loves them and not because of the tiny commission he may 

make. Tony does his best to ensure products are up to his exacting standards but he does not 

make each item himself and therefore is not directly responsible for execution. This site uses 

cookies—we love cookies!—like Google Analytics, to keep track of general analytic data not 

associated with individuals. 

 

Privacy Policy 
Tony will not voluntarily share information on his readers with anyone ever. The site and its 

owner are in compliance with GDPR. Be advised that, as much as he might like to, Tony cannot 

control Google, SquareSpace, Facebook, Twitter, or any other major company with whom he 

must operate given the current state of the internet. Tony will try as hard as he can to prevent 

large corporations from accessing any information that he has: both for his sake and for yours. 

However, he is one entrepreneur facing down many large entities out there. Your information 

will only be used to send you communications from Tony, and we do our level best to keep it out 

of the hands of other service providers or marketers.  


